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 Thallium bromide (TlBr) semiconductor detectors are promising candidates for high-
detection-efficiency, high-energy-resolution, and room-temperature gamma-ray spectrometers. 
In this study, we conducted neutron Bragg dip and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) 
imaging of TlBr crystals to measure the crystal orientation distribution. We confirmed that 
crystal grains were continuous over a certain distance along the solidification direction for 
samples fabricated with the current growth procedure. Finally, we compared the crystal 
orientation maps obtained with the two techniques. The two types of maps showed similar 
patterns. We concluded that EBSD, which can observe only surfaces, can be utilized to assess 
the uniformity of the bulky TlBr crystal, especially when observing the crystal surface 
perpendicular to the solidification direction.

1. Introduction

 Thallium bromide (TlBr) semiconductor detectors are promising candidates as high-energy-
resolution gamma-ray spectrometers.(1–10) Owing to the high effective atomic number (Tl = 81, 
Br = 35) and high density (7.56 g/cm3) of TlBr, TlBr detectors are expected to have high 
detection efficiency. In addition, since the 2.68 eV bandgap energy of TlBr is relatively high, 
TlBr detectors can operate at room temperature. This is an important advantage over high-purity 
germanium semiconductor detectors. In the detector fabrication process, the crystal can be 
directly grown from the melt because of its congruent melting point of 460 ℃ and the absence of 
destructive phase transitions below its melting point. Owing to these promising physical 
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properties of TlBr, numerous researchers have pursued the development of gamma-ray detectors 
using TlBr.
 Through improvements in the purification process of TlBr, its carrier transport characteristics 
have been improved.(11) As a result, the mobility–lifetime products of electrons and holes in TlBr 
have been improved. Consequently, TlBr semiconductor detectors show an excellent energy 
resolution of approximately 1% for 662 keV gamma rays.(4–10) However, these excellent 
performances were observed for relatively small detectors. To achieve high performance in large 
crystals, improved uniformity of the crystal quality is required. So far, we have demonstrated 
the evaluation of the 2D distribution of the crystal lattice orientation of TlBr using neutron 
Bragg dip imaging, which is a technique based on neutron diffraction.(12) This technique is 
useful for confirming the uniformity of the crystal quality, especially for bulky samples, such as 
gamma-ray detector materials, owing to the high penetration power of neutrons. However, it can 
only be performed at large pulsed neutron facilities, such as J-PARC in Japan and ISIS in the 
UK. To optimize the fabrication processes for large detectors, a more accessible crystal quality 
evaluation technique is desired. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) can also be applied to 
evaluate the spatial distribution of the crystal orientation.(13) Although the usability of this 
technique is greater than that of neutron diffraction, only information on the sample surface can 
be obtained. To apply EBSD to evaluate a TlBr detector, we must reveal the conditions under 
which EBSD can be used to evaluate the quality of bulky crystal samples.
 In this study, we compare neutron Bragg dip and EBSD images of TlBr crystals. In addition, 
we reveal the conditions under which EBSD can evaluate the uniformity of the bulky TlBr 
crystal. The crystal growth features are considered to be strongly related to the crystal growth 
processes of the TlBr.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Sample preparation

 We prepared two types of TlBr single-crystal samples: the first was to confirm the crystal 
growth features of TlBr and the second was for comparison between neutron Bragg dip and 
EBSD imaging. Before the crystal growth process, the raw material was purified using a 
horizontal zone purification method.(11) The process was repeated more than 100 times. Then, a 
TlBr crystal was grown by the traveling molten zone method. To confirm the features of crystal 
growth, the grown TlBr crystal ingot was cut into a disk shape along the crystal solidification 
direction, as shown in Fig. 1. To obtain a sample for comparison between neutron Bragg dip and 
EBSD imaging, the crystal ingot was cut into a disk shape perpendicular to the ingot axis. This 
cutting procedure is generally used in the fabrication of TlBr detectors. The surfaces of the cut 
samples were polished for the EBSD analysis.
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2.2 Crystal orientation distribution measurements

 We conducted neutron Bragg dip and EBSD imaging experiments to determine the TlBr 
crystal orientation distribution. Neutron Bragg dip imaging is a neutron diffraction technique 
based on energy-resolved neutron imaging. We acquired energy-resolved images of the two 
types of samples at RADEN beamline (BL-22) at the pulsed neutron facility J-PARC, Japan.(14) 
The neutron flux of the facility was more than 1 × 106 n/cm2/s and depended on the selected 
collimator. By using a time-resolved neutron detector, we determined the neutron energy or 
wavelength using the time-of-flight technique. We applied the micro pixel chamber based 
neutron imaging detector using boron neutron converter (boron μ-NID) as a 2D neutron detector 
with time-resolved capability.(15) Figure 2 shows a photograph of the measured samples placed in 
front of the detector.  The field of view of the boron μ-NID was 100 × 100 mm2. By rearranging 
the time-resolved and 2D data, the neutron transmission spectra were obtained at all pixels. In 
this data processing, the pixel size was set to 400 mm. For a single crystal, the transmission 
spectrum shows a dip structure at the neutron wavelength, at which neutrons are diffracted out 
of the incident beam direction. Our knowledge of the TlBr crystal structure allowed us to 
prepare dip patterns for all crystal orientations. We determined the crystal orientation by pattern 
matching to the measured dip pattern.(12)

 The EBSD measurements were conducted using a scanning electron microscope (Zeiss, 
ULTRA55) at the Ultramicroscopy Research Center, Kyushu University. The step size of the 
EBSD measurements was 40 m. A crystal orientation map was created by analyzing the 
diffracted electron pattern.(13)

Fig. 1. (Color online) Sample preparation procedure for confirmation of the crystal growth features. The grown 
TlBr crystal ingot was cut into a disk shape along the crystal solidification direction.
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3. Results and Discussion

 Figure 3(a) shows the neutron Bragg dip image of the TlBr disk sample for confirmation of 
the crystal growth features. This figure shows an inverse pole figure map. The EBSD image is 
also shown in Fig. 3(b) for comparison. From these figures, we can confirm that crystal grains 
grow along the crystal solidification direction. This means that the crystal orientation of bulky 
grains can be seen on the surface of a disk wafer sample cut perpendicular to the solidification 
direction or the ingot axis.
 To verify the above speculation, we observed the sample cut perpendicular to the ingot axis. 
Figure 4 shows the neutron Bragg dip and EBSD images of the TlBr disk sample to enable 
comparison between the two methods. The EBSD image is in good agreement with the one 
obtained with the neutron Bragg dip technique. The two images have similar patterns. Note that 
there are some differences between them. This is because the neutron Bragg dip image shows 
the predominant crystal orientation along the neutron path, while EBSD only provides 
information from the surface. However, in the TlBr crystal fabricated with the current growth 
procedure, crystal grains were continuous over a certain distance along the solidification 
direction. Therefore, we conclude that EBSD can be utilized to assess the uniformity of a bulky 
TlBr crystal, especially when observing the crystal surface perpendicular to the solidification 
direction. EBSD can be more easily conducted than neutron Bragg dip imaging, making it 
valuable for optimizing the growth conditions of TlBr crystals.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Photograph of the samples placed for neutron Bragg dip imaging. The field of view of the 
boron μ-NID was 100 × 100 mm2.
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Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Neutron Bragg dip and (b) EBSD images of the TlBr disk sample for confirmation of the 
crystal growth features.

Fig. 4. (Color online) (a) Neutron Bragg dip and (b) EBSD images and (c) photograph of the TlBr disk sample for 
comparison between the two imaging techniques.
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4. Conclusions

 We conducted neutron Bragg dip and EBSD imaging of TlBr crystals to measure the crystal 
orientation distribution. To confirm the crystal growth features, we observed a sample cut into a 
disk shape perpendicular to the crystal solidification direction. We confirmed that crystal grains 
were continuous over a certain distance along the solidification direction for the samples 
fabricated with the current growth procedure. Additionally, we compared the crystal orientation 
maps obtained with the two techniques for the sample cut into a disk shape perpendicular to the 
solidification direction. The two types of images showed similar patterns. The neutron Bragg 
dip image shows the predominant crystal orientation to be along the neutron path, while EBSD 
provides information only from the surface. However, we can conclude that EBSD can be 
utilized to assess the uniformity of a bulky TlBr crystal, especially when observing the crystal 
surface perpendicular to the solidification direction.
 As future work, we will reveal the relationship between the crystal quality and the carrier 
transport performance. On the basis of such knowledge, we will optimize the fabrication process 
of TlBr detectors to realize large and high-performance detectors.
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